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Abstract 
This thesis extends Chong's (2003) work of structural break estimation under misspecification to 
multiple-break models. With hardly any alteration of the assumptions, we prove that the generic 
consistency of the break points estimator can still be guaranteed theoretically. The break-point 
estimator is defined either in terms of residual sums of squares of an OLS regression or in terms of 
a SupWald statistic. We show that break-point estimation using SupWald test is practicable once 
appropriate critical values for the test are derived. All the empirical and experimental evidences 
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Literature Review and Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
In this thesis, we combine and extend the work of Chong (2001, 2003), and then 
prove the consistency of break-point estimator in a multiple-break model under mea-
surement errors. The estimator is defined either in terms of residual sums of squares 
of an OLS regression or in terms of a SupWald statistic. The focus of this thesis is on 
the consistent estimation of structural breaks but not on the derivation of any test 
for breaks. Hence, the introduction of SupWald statistic is not for the development 
a practicable SupWald test at the current stage. Rather, it is used to prove the con-
sistency of the estimator derived from a SupWald statistic and the possibility of a 
SupWald test if appropriate critical values are available. Our theoretical results can 
also be applied to other types of specification errors once the relevant assumptions 
are satisfied. 
Before proceeding to the next chapter, we present some frequently used mathe-
matical notations in this thesis, [x] denotes the greatest integer < x. ITXT is a T by 
T identity matrix. The symbol represents convergence in probability, rep-
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resents convergence in distribution, and signifies weak convergence in D [0’ 1], 
see Billingsley (1968) and Pollard (1984). All limits are defined as the sample size 
T ^ oo unless otherwise stated. 
The thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 shows the model to be studied and the 
major assumptions. Chapter 3 shows the consistency of the break point estimator in 
our multiple-break model with misspecification in the regressors, then a simple case of 
a single regressor model is studied to illustrate the obtained results. In chapter 4, we 
prove the validity of SiipWald statistic as a satisfactory statistic in tests of multiple 
break points under misspecification and propose the sample splitting method derived 
by Chong (2001) using the statistic. In chapter 5, three experiments are carried out 
to illustrate the theorems developed in previous chapters. An empirical example is 
given in chapter 6. The last chapter concludes the thesis and discusses the future 
direction of research. All proofs are collected in the Appendix. 
1.2 The Objective 
The major objective of this thesis on the consistency of the break-point estimator 
under specification errors in a multiple-break model is to answer the question ad-
vanced by Chong (2003) that whether the break points can be consistently estimated 
if both the number of breaks and the functional form of the independent variables 
are misspecified. 
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Although various tests for multiple breaks have been proposed, relevant literature 
on tests under unknown form of functional specification errors is rather sparse. The 
challenge is evident. A powerful test for break points is intuitively impossible as 
the impact of the unknown form of specification errors on the distribution of tradi-
tional test statistics is unpredictable. We thus believe that break-point estimation in 
multiple-break models under misspecification will receive considerable attention as it 
remains an interesting and open issue. 
Before any useful test be actually derived, we find it compulsory to answer first 
the question that whether there exists a consistent estimator in our context. If the 
consistency of the break-point estimator is proved to impossible, any effort to estab-
lish valid tests will be meaningless; if the consistency can be proved, then what left is 
to find the distribution of the estimator, the appropriate critical values, or the appro-
priate adjustments to those critical values to make possible the tests eventually. In 
the light of this, the theoretical results of this thesis will lay the foundation of future 
research in this area of econometrics. 
1.3 Literature Review 
Structural change problems are of central importance to statistical modeling of 
time series. Structural stability is typically kept as a maintained assumption in classi-
cal hypothesis testing. Violation of such maintained assumption can lead to unreliable 
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inference. A very well known case is that of testing for unit roots in the presence of 
broken trends. Perron (1989) in his seminal paper has shown that the failure to reject 
the null of unit roots may be attributable to the failure of taking into account the 
presence of broken trends. 
The end of the last century sees magnificent advance in the research of this area. 
Major econometric methods such as least squares, maximum likelihood, Bayesian and 
nonparametric method have been proposed to estimate the location, magnitude and 
number of changes. Due to the importance of structural stability, much literature 
has been devoted to obtaining powerful tests for structural change in both linear and 
nonlinear models. The classical test for a change in structure was advanced by Chow 
(1960). His testing procedure gained great popularity and was extended to cover a 
variety of econometric models. 
One important limitation of the test is that the break date must be known a 
priori. When it came to the early 1990's, this problem was solved by several authors. 
Andrews (1993) derived Wald, Lagrange multiplier (LM), and likelihood-ratio(LR)-
like tests based on generalized method of momeiits(GMM) to determine the location 
of the break. Andrews and Ploberger (1994) considered the nonstandard problem 
of testing whether a sub-vector of a parameter 9 e Q C R^ equals zero when the 
likelihood function depends on an additional parameter TT G 11 under the alternative 
hypothesis and tests of one-time structural change are of the above type. Vogelsang 
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(1997) developed Wald-type test for detecting a break at an unknown date in the 
trend function of a dynamic univariate time series. 
The development of testing for at most one change model leads to another ques-
tion: can we test for more than one change. During the latest 10 years, the problem 
of testing for multiple structural changes has received considerable attention. Chong 
(2001) derived a sample-splitting method to locate multiple structural breaks and 
then studied the consistency and limiting distribution of the estimated number of 
change points. Bai (1997) also derived a method to test for multiple breaks once at 
a time. Bai and Perron (1998) studied partial structural change models, where not 
all parameters are subjected to changes at unknown dates. Improving upon this, Bai 
(1999) proposed a sequential likelihood ratio test for the null of m versus m+l breaks, 
where all break points are estimated all together. The purpose of these sequential 
testing procedures is to obtain a consistent estimate of all the break fractions as well 
as a consistent estimate of the true number of breaks. Bai (1999) then provided an 
analytical expression for the critical values of his test and shows that by letting the 
critical values grow with the sample size, at a rate slower or equal to T, we can have 
a procedure that, at any stage, has zero asymptotic size and unit asymptotic power. 
In order to select a sequence of critical values that grow with the sample at an ap-
propriate rate, Altissimoa and Corradic (2003) proposed a simple sequential almost 
sure rule ensuring that, in large samples, both the probability of overestimating and 
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underestimating the number of breaks is zero. As an immediate consequence, this 
rule provides a strong consistent estimate of the true number of breaks. 
While there is relatively extensive literature on testing multiple structural breaks 
under no misspecification, the literature on testing multiple breaks under misspeci-
fication is much more limited. Yang (2001) considers structural change tests under 
regression misspecifications and found that there is no asymptotic distortion caused 
by regression misspecification when the misspecification term possesses no shifts. 
Chang and Huang (1997) studied a linear structural errors-in-variables regression 
with changepoint model and found that asymptotic efficiency of their LR test based 
on the maximum Hotelling T^ increases as the absolute regression slope coefficient 
increases. Chong (1995a) investigated the case where the number of shift points 
is underspecified using a simple two-break model, Also, Chong (2003) studied the 
consistency of the break-point estimator of a single-break model under specification 
errors. However, almost all the literature on testing for structural changes under 




Consider a multivariate linear regression model with p G N structural changes at 
unknown time points, the number of break points p is unknown. We define the true 
model as follows: 
P + i 
Y = Y:i iFPi + U (1) 
i=i 
where 
Y = (jh y2 ... yT丫 is a T by 1 matrix of yt., 
F is a T by L matrix with (t^lf^ element fi (xu), where // (.) is a real valued 
function for / = 1, 2,…L; 
U = {ui U2 ... ut), is a T by 1 matrix with the element Ut being a martingale 
difference sequence with ^ ELI cr^  < oo, sup^ E < oo for some c > 0 
(Bai and Perron, 1998); 
ft = iPii ••• PiA)' is a L by 1 matrix of true parameters, i = 1, 2, ...’p + 1; 
liis a Thy T diagonal matrix with the (t, t f ^ element being an indicator function 
1 {ki-i < t < ki} , i = 1,2, 1，ki are the dates of changes, i = 1,2, Define 
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ko = 0, kp+i 二 T . Let r^  = ki/T be the true break fraction for i = 1,2,…,p. Also let 
To 二 0, Tp+i 二 1. 
Let k = [rT], where r G [0,1] is the break fraction and [•] is an integer part 
function; 
Without knowing what the true model is, we estimate by ordinary least squares 
methods the following regression model: 
= laG^alrT] + hG^blrT] + U (2) 
where 
la 二 I [k) a T by T diagonal matrix with the {t, t f ^ element being an indicator 
function 1 {t < k} = 1,2, ...T, and = ITXT — Ia\ 
G is a T by A/‘ matrix with the (t, nf^ element Qn (xtn), where g (•) is a real valued 
function, n = 1,2,..., N; 
民[T] and Pb[T] are TV by 1 vectors of OLS regression coefficient estimates using the 
subsample [0’ r] and [r, 1] respectively; 
and [/ is a T by 1 matrix of the residuals for the misspecified model. 
Define Qff and Qgg as LxL and NxN positive definite and non-stochastic matri-
ces with (2, j产element limT-.oo + EJ=I E [fi {xu) fj (rry)] and limr—oo + E L i E [gi (xu) Qj {xtj)' 
respectively. Here we assume E [fi (xu) f j (xtj)] and E [gi {xu) Qj (a^tj)] exist for all 
and t. 
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Let Qfg be a L X P non-stochastic matrix with the (z, element 
1 T 
lim (xti) f j {xtj)], 
T-oo T 台 
where E [gi (xu) f j (xtj)] exists for all i, /z,and t. 
Following Chong (2003) setup, we also assume that: 
(Al) ^ F ' l a F A rQff uniformly for Vr G [0，1]； 
(A2) 夸G'laG A rQgg uniformly for Vr G [0,1]； 
(A3) ^G'LAF A TQFG uniformly for Vr G [0,1]； 
(A4) det F' [I (j) - I {h)] F > 0 and det G' [I (j) — I (")] G > 0 for Vj, h G 
0’ T] and j > h; 
(A5) For Vj, G [0, T] and j > /i, 1 < / < L, 1 < n < A^ , there exist some real 
number r > 2, G > 0 and Dn > 0 such that 
. r 




E t 9n{xtn)ut < Dn ( j - hY^^ • 
t=h+l 
(A6) (Ti，T2’".’Tp,风，/3S,".，《+i) c (0，1广XRPXL’WHERE 
B is a. L dimension parameter space; 
(A7) infi In+i -Ti\>0,i = 0,1, ...,p,ro = 0, Tp+i = 1; 
(A8) i n f i | | f t + i - f t | | > 0,2 = 0,1, 
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With assumptions (Al) - (A3), we exclude trending regressors. Assumption (A4) 
guarantees the invertability of the matrices defined there, and the OLS regression 
coefficients / ? � a n d (3b can thus be estimated. Uniform convergence of the result is 
ensured by assumption (A5). Assumption (A6) requires that the true break points be 
in a compact set in (0，1) as the estimated (3a and /？^  are not defined at the boundary 
of the time domain. Assumption (A7) requires that any consecutive change points be 
separated far away enough. Assumption (A8) states that the magnitudes of changes 
should not be negligible. 
In the model represented by Eqn.(2), there are two kinds of misspecifications. 
Both the functional form of the regressors and the number of structural changes are 
different from the true model. 
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Chapter 3 
The Consistent Estimation of Change-Point 
3.1 The Consistency of TT 
By misspecification, we mean the case in which F ^ G. In this chapter, we 
prove theoretically that under assumptions (Al) - (A8), all the break points in any 
subs ample that has at least one break point can be consistently estimated, and the 
break point estimator is robust to almost all kinds of model misspecification. 
We assume that the estimator is the time fraction that minimizes the residual sum 
of squares over T, namely 
TT = arg min RSST ( r ) /T , r G [r, r ] , (3) 
where 
RSST (r) =： | |y - 1應 一 / f cCf t f 
is the residual sum of squares in the least squares estimation. In the following context, 
RSST (r) is denoted by RSS (r, 0,1), and RSS (r,广—)，where r G [t”，一], denotes 
the residual sum of squares of model (2) regressed on data dating from t T to —T. 
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Although our task is to estimate all the p break points, here TT is only a scale that 
represents the estimator of one of those points. We will soon prove that all p break 
points can be estimated one by one as proposed by Chong (1995b). 
For any given value of r , the least squares estimators of the pre- and post-shift 
parameters of model (2) are 
Pa[rT] = {G'laG)-' G'hY. 
h[rT] 二 {G'hG)-' G'hY. 
For T G [th, Th+i], h = 0’ 1， 
/5a[rT] A Q-^Q/ . r i (r) (4) 
k[rT] ^ ⑴ 
where 
r： (r) = A f o r r G [0,Ti) (5) 
E t i 
+ (T - Th) Ph+1 
= ,r G [Th,Th+i), h = l,2, 
T 
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e S ! + 2 ( 丁广 “ f t 
+ (t/x+1 - T) (3h+l 
r2 (r) = ^,Te[T"",TM>i),/l = 0 , l r . ” p — l (6) 
1 — r 
= " p + i , for T G [Tp, 1 
Define 
Q = Q'fgQggQfg^ 
where Qgg is assumed to be invertible and Q = 0 does not hold. It can be shown that 
uniformly, where R (r, 0,1) is piecewise concave function of r and is defined as 
P + i 
R (r, 0,1) = (72 + E (Ti — PlQffPi - rr； (T) QPi (r) - (1 - r) (r) Qr? (r) 
i=l 
For r G [0’ n)’ we have 
= 0， 
OT \1 — TJ 
where h = EL2 {n+i — n) ft - (1 - n ) ft.And 
d'RjrAl) 2 
加2 = - ( T T ： ^ ^ ! ® ^ ^ - 0. 
The above two inequalities hold because Q is a non-negative definite matrix. 
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For T G T/i+i), h 二 1,2, ...，p — 1, we have 
a 丑 二 r'l (r) g r i (r) - r'^ (r) g r ^ (r) — g (r^ (r) — r^ (r)) , 
d 'R (r, 0,1) [ - W m - r i W) ' Q Wh+i — r i (r)) j 
^ ^ = —2 1 - 0. 
( / w - r2 (r))' g ( / W - r2 (r)) 
L 丄一T � 
For T G [Tp, 1], we have 
^ ^ = > 0， 
where L2 = EL i (n 一 Ti-i) ft - j8p+i, and 
= - 暴 餐 。 . 
The beauty ofi?(r , 0,1) is not only that it is concave within any interval [r^, r^+i]，h = 
0,1, but also that 紐(二 0，TI) < • ^^^ 9R (丁； 丁p,” > q. These properties en-
, dr ~ or 
sure the consistent estimation of all the break points. Moreover, we proved in the 
appendix that R (t , r^) defined in any siibsample r " ， 7 C [0，1] has exactly the 
same characteristics. The following theorem summarizes our findings. 
Theorem 1 In any sub sample T”’ C [0,1] that has q break points, I < q < p, the 
estimator f^, which is defined as 
t'T = arg min RSS ( r , T”， / T , 
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converges in probability to one of the true break fractions if arg min R (r, r^, r^) is 
unique. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
• 
According to Theorem 1, we can first consistently estimate one of the break points 
TT in the whole sample, then split the sample into pre- and post-shift subsample 
at the break fraction TT- Over both subsamples [0, TT] and (f^, 1], estimate r^ = 
arg min RSS (r, 0，TT)丨T and r^ = arg min RSS (r, f r , 1) / T to obtain the next two 
break points. One can keep doing the estimation until the other break points are all 
located. Theoretically, the consistency of the estimation is guaranteed under almost 
all kinds of misspecification. In chapter 5, we give an example of misspecification 
under which Theorem 1 does not hold. 
3.2 The Case of Single Regressor 
To illustrate our results, consider now a simple case where there is only one re-
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gressor in the true and misspecified model. Suppose the true model is 
yt = A / {xt) + Ut fo r t = l ,2, 
yt = M [xt) + Ut for t = ki + l,ki + 2, ...,/c2； 
yt = Ihf M + ut for t = /c2 +1,^2 + 1, 
However, we estimate it with a misspecified model: 
yt 二 吕a\TT�G (XT) + UT for t < [TT]， 
r -
yt = (^b[TT\9 {XT) + Ut f o r t > [TT . 
Assumptions (Al) - (A3) require that 
(Al，）+ f {xt? ^ T(j) uniformly for r G [0,1]； 
(A2')辜 E H 9 ^ ral uniformly for r G [0’ 1]； 
(A3，）i f M 9 M ^ rafg uniformly for r G [0,1] • 
[TT] 2 了 八 2 
RSS (r, 0, 1) = ^ (yt - ^a[rT]g M ) + E (vt - A[rT]g M ) . 
t=l t=[TT]+l 
For T G [r, n ] ’ 
Z P [(Ti - T)(3I + (T2 - Ti) fe + (1 - T~2) PS] (TFG 
— [ W J 可 
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Further, 
RSS (r, 0,1) = + a•，亡(r, - t h ) — 卜 + (1 - r) (r)] 
where 厂2 (r) is defined in Eqn.(6). 
OR {r, 0,1) _ |>2 - n)p2 + (1 - 丁2)(h — (1 - o% , ^ 
^ 二 _ [ r ^ J 可 _ ， 
d ^ R j r A l ) _ [(T2 - Ti) fe + (1 - T2) fe - (1 - Ti) (7% , ^ 
加 2 二 ^ I -
For T e (ri，7"2]， 
；o P [n/3i + (T-ri)/32"| AFG ； " ^ ’ 
_ Q 
" 啊 — [ J I ， 
R (r, 0, l)=a' + ajY： in _ 轮-[rF? (r) + (1 - r) ( r ) ]会， 
where (r) is defined in Eqn (5). 
• [tiA + ( r - n ) 2 \{T2- r) + (1 - T2) Ps] 2 1 
股(T，o’i) 二 [ r J — [ r ^ J 么 
^ 二 2 [ri (1 - r) /3i + ((1 - T2) t + (1 - r ) n ) P 2 - { 1 - T2) rfe] fe ’ 
� r ( l - r ) . 
d ' R j r A l ) 二 . f m - ft) [(1 — r2) (fe — 1 , 0 
^ — I 十 （1 - r f J � 2 _ • 
For T e (r2,T], 
3 P [ T i f t + (T2 - + afg 
Pc^lrT] 4 
• 」 夕 
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3 2 
R (r, 0 ， { r , — 肉 一 [ tT? (r) + (1 - r) 与 ， 
OR (r, 0,1) 一 � n f t + (T2 — 
；^  — • i l U， 
OT T _ (J^g 
When T = Ti, 
_ -J y 
A 〜 ， ^ — t h ) + (1 - n ) [ ( … ) ” ( 1 — H 參 
1 i=\ [ L 丄 — 」 J 〜 
When r = 
a V � n f t + (T2 — 
/^咖 T] — ^ J 
hr.T^ ^，A， 
^^^^ 二 � E (r. - T h ) A 2 + [ 侧 2 + (1 — T2) 舍 . 
Therefore, ^ R S S (r, 0,1) converges uniformly to a piecewise concave function of 
r for r G [r, r . 
It can be shown that 
3 
— [ r ; § a [ r T ] + ( l - r ) = Y M _ A , 
口 fg i=i 
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for any r . If there are no specification errors, the time-weighed average of /3a[rr] and 
Pb[TT] will be equal to time-weighed average of and Ps. 
All the results above can be easily extended to more complicated cases where the 
number of regressors in the true model L�1, the number of regressors of misspecified 
model i V � 1 , or the number of change points p > 2. Generally, we have 
八 八 P + i 
QjgQgg [rPairT] + (1 - r) Pb[rT]] = - Ti-1) A, 
i = l 
where jdalrTj and jdb[rTj are the time-weighed averages of the pre- and post-slopes 
multiplied by QggQfg, which equals to I under no specification errors. 
The first derivative of the function R (r, 0,1) is not directly related to the mag-
nitude of the break as it does in the AMOC (at-most-one-change) model of Chong 
(2003). However it seems to be the case for the second order of R (r, 0,1) where 
r G (ti , T2] in our 2-break-point example. When p > 2, even this relation becomes 
ambiguous. But for any p > 1, R (r, 0,1) is always a non-increasing function on (r, TI 
and a non-decreasing function on [rp, r). 
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Chapter ^： 
The SupWald Test and Sample-Splitting Methoc. 
4.1 The SupWald Test 
In this chapter, we study the SupWald statistic for the testing of break points in 
the context of multiple breaks and functional misspecification. Based on the statistic, 
we propose to use a sample-splitting method derived by Chong (2001) to determine 
the location and number of the breaks. However, tables of critical values derived 
under no misspecification are no longer useful as specification errors have changed 
the distribution of the test statistics in an unpredictable way. 
Suppose Eqn.(l) is the true model, but model (2) is estimated; the SupWald 
statistic for the null hypothesis Hq : Pi = P2 = ••• = Pp+i = is defined as: 
Tt (1 — T) / ^ 八 � ‘ / (八 A \ 
sup WT (r, 0’ 1) = sup RSS (J 0 1 ) 卜幻 _ 彻rTl) G � ( " ^ [ t t ] _ A[rr]), 
(7) 
where S is a set with closure in [0’ 1:. 
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The second and the third parameter of WT (t, 0,1) imply that the statistic is 
calculated with sample data dating from r = 0 to 1, or equivalently t = 1 to T. The 
statistic is first proposed by Andrew (1993) for the purpose of testing for the presence 
of the break point under no functional misspecification. 
Note that the consistency of the estimation of TT that we proved in chapter 3 
is based on the residual sums of squares of model (2). The validity of SupWald 
statistic in our more complicated cases of interest need to be justified. It might seem 
straightforward that the statistic derived from an AMOC model can still be applied 
in the current situation. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no rigid 
proof up-to-date that shows the practice is valid. For an AMOC model without 
A 
misspecification in regressors, if the chosen r = r* is the true break point, then Pa[rT] 
and Pb[TT] are the consistent estimators of ft and (^ 2 respectively. Chong (2001) proved 
that the statistic WT (r*,0,1) will diverge to infinity as the differnence between /3a[rr] 
and ^b[rT\ is enlargen by T in the SupWald statistic, and thus the null hypothesis is 
rejected and the location of the break point can be found. However, when multiple 
八 A 
breaks are concerned under no misspecification, Ax[Tri and PbirT]，the weighed averages 
of the pre- and post-shift slopes multiplied by QggQfg, might not be significantly 
different from each other even if r is actually one of the break fractions. Consider 
1 2 
a simple case where L = 1, Ti = T2 = - , Pi = 0, /32 = 1 and ps = - 1 , when 
O O 
r = n , we have ^^[rT] = Pb[rT] = 0. Thus at any significance level, the null hypothesis 
21 
will never be rejected at r = Fortunately, excluding some extreme cases, SupWald 
statistic is still satisfactory. Theorem 2 below buttresses our argument above. 
Theorem 2 In any sub sample ，if there are at least one break point for r G 
, then WT ( j , 丁1) ^ W (r, r'", r^) uniformly, where W (T, r"", r^) is piece-
wise convex function of T. And which is defined as r^ = arg sup^^g ^t (t, t”，—) 
will converge in probability to one of the break points r* in the subsample. Here S is a 
set with closure in • Meanwhile, I f l \ (r*) — [2 (r*) ,we have sup^^g ^T (t, —> 
oo as T ^ oo. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
• 
As is argued by Chong (2003)，although the pre- and post-shift estimators will 
not be consistent in the presence of misspecification, if there are no structural breaks, 
the probability limits of pre- and post- shift estimators are still the same. Mean-
A A 
while, one can recall the expression of PairT] and ftfrT] under misspecification in 
the previous chapter to confirm that when there are structural breaks, the pre- and 
post-shift estimators are different except in some extreme cases mentioned above. 
In the presence of specification errors, therefore, the Wald-type test based on the 
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magnitude of the estimated break will still be a consistent test. According to the 
theorem, if r* - argsup^^s 恢 ( t , t”，—) and (r*) Pa (r*), sup^^s 评r (r*, t : — ) 
will report infinity. Therefore, in a finite sample with sample size large enough, 
sup^gs Wt ( t , 丁\ 二 W t (t*’ will be larger than the critical values of even 
very low significance levels. We will thus reject the mill hypothesis of no structural 
change by concluding that r* is an estimated break fraction. 
4.2 The Distribution of WT (t, 0，1) 
To derive the distribution of WT (丁, 0，1), we make the following assumptions: 
(Bl) Ut follows an i.i.d (0, a^) with < 00; 
(B2) • ^ F ' l a U Bfu (r) ’ where Bfu (r) is a L-vector zero-mean Gaussian 
process with variance ra^Qff； 
(B3) - ^G ' l aU Bgu ( r ) , where Bgu (r) is a AT-vector zero-mean Gaussian 
process with variance ra'^Qgg\ 
(B4) VT [^G'laG — rQgg) Bgg (T) ’ where Bgg (r) is a N x N matrix of zero-
mean Gaussian processes with variance 
- , -
ra'limTE — Q卯）（辜G'G-Q卯)j; 
(B5) VT [^G'laF 一 rQfg) Bfg ( r ) , where Bfg (r) is a TV x L matrix of zero-
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mean Gaussian processes with variance rcr^ limr—oo TE — Qfg^ - Q f g ) . 
With an AMOC model with misspecification, Chong (2003) derived the null dis-
tribution of WT (r, 0，1) under assumptions (Al) - (A5) and (Bl) - (B5). We find that 
with little adjustment, the result still holds. 
Theorem 3 Under assumptions (Al) - (A5) and (Bl) - (B5)，and HQ : Pi = P2 = 
...=Pp+i = P,as T — 00, we have 
and 
, , , , n 1 � d [tBa (1) - Ba (T)]' Q-l [TBA (1) - BA (T)] 
Slip WT T, 0,1 -> Slip � r 2i %{n 
res res r ( l - r ) [(J^  + ( Q f f - Q ) ^ 
where S is a set with closure in [r,r]，BA (r) 二 Bfg (r) - Bgg (r) Q:�Qfg P+Bgu {u) 
is a N-vector of Brownian motions on [0,1] and Q = Q'fgQggQfg-
Proof . See Chong (2003) • 
If there are no specification errors, we have BA (t) 二 BFU (u), Q = Q " , and 
supres Vt^ T (r, 0，1)么 siip^^g under Ho, where B (r) is a L-vector of 
independent Brownian motions. With little modification, Theorem 3 can also be 
proved to hold in any subsample. 
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4.3 The Sample-Splitting Method 
Based on Theorems 2 and 3，we propose to use the sample-splitting method de-
veloped by Chong(1995b, 2001) to estimate all the break points. The procedure goes 
as follows: 
Step 1: Estimate a one-change model over the whole sample, compute the 
statistic sup^gs WT (T, 0,1) defined in Eqn.(7) and set the significance level a. If we 
do not reject the null hypothesis 丑。：/^ i = &二… = P p + i = P, we conclude that 
there are no structural breaks. According to Theorem 2, f^ converges to one of the 
true break points r* if there is at least one break in the sample, and theoretically the 
SupWald statistic will diverge to infinity. If the null is rejected, we go to step 2. 
S tep 2: Excluding the possibility of multiple solutions of f^ = arg maxr^s VKt (t, 0,1) 
for simplicity, we define f： = R^ and let 系i = [TIT] be the first break point estimated. 
Split the sample {yu Qi (：^。)，92 ,…，QN {xtN)}J=i into {yu Qi (a^ ti)，92 ’…’ i^ iv 
and {yuQi (ccti), 92 (工力2), ’ and perform the SupWald test on both 
subsamples. We repeat step 1 for every subsample and stop splitting when the mill 
hypothesis of no structural breaks cannot be rejected in all subsamples. If the number 
of subsamples when the procedure stops is m, then the estimated number of stnic-
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tural changes should he p = m—1. The estimated location of break points should be 
those internal fractions of the whole sample that separate it into m subsamples. 
It should also be noted that when Fi (r*) 二 [2 (r*), the null hypothesis might not 
be rejected as the SupWald statistic will not diverge to infinity even if T* is a true 
break point. 
One major challenge of the sample-splitting method is to find the appropriate crit-
ical values for the SupWald test under specification errors. In some separate research 
on testing for multiple break points when the independent variables are subjected to 
measurement errors, we discover under relatively strong assumptions that SupWald 
critical values have a lower bound under this special type of specification errors. One 
important assumption we use is that all the independent variables must satisfy normal 
distribution with zero means. The impact of non-zero means is not clear. Obviously 
these assumptions limited the application of the tests. Fortunately, if the number of 
break dates are available and the locations of the breaks are approximately known, 
we can still determine the exact dates of the breaks under a similar procedure. And 
the consistency of the estimation is guaranteed by Theorem 1 and 2. In chapter 6 we 




Some simulation studies are carried out in this chapter to illustrate the theorems 
developed in previous chapters. Firstly, we provide experimental evidence to support 
Theorem 1. Then we give some simulation results to demonstrate how different forms 
of misspecification affect the SupWald statistic. 
Experiment A. To illustrate Theorem 1，we perform the following experiment: 
True model: 
yt = Poi + Pixt + ut for t G [1,334； 
yt = + (32Xt + Ut for t e (334,668] 
yt = /3o3 + j33Xt + Ut for t e (668,1000] 
Model An po2 Po3 Pi A Ps 
(A) 1 1 1 1 2 3 
(B) 1 2 3 1 1 1 
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T = 1000 (sample size); N = 1000 (number of replications)； Ut � i . i . d . N (0,1)； 
Xt � U (1,10) ； and are independent of each other. Experiments have 
also been performed when all the parameters above are subjected to changes. The 
results are quite similar to those reported below and are thus omitted. 
Estimated model: 
yt = Poi + Pi9 {x\ + vt for t < [TT] 
yt = Po2 + P29 + Vt for t > [ T T 
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
g {xt) Xt In Xt Xt + 6t,i Xt + St,2 ^t + St,3 工t + ^tA 
St’i is i.i.d.N [0, aivar measurement error for i = 1,2,3,4 and is independent 
of Xt. a i , a2, 0；3 and 04 equal to 0.1,0.5,1 and 2 respectively. The estimated models 
start from t — 2 and end at t = T — 2 for at, least two samples are needed to estimate 
two coefficients. Figure 1(a) tol(e) show the shapes of one of the replications of 
RSS (r,0,1) under true Model (A) and estimated Model (1), (2), (3), (4) and (7) 
respectively. We find that using true model (B) instead, the shapes of RSS (r,0,1) 
remain almost the same. 
Table 1(a) to 1(d) show the frequency distribution of the minimum of RSS (r, 0’ 1) 
around the two true break points under true Model (A) and (B), and estimated Model 
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(1) to (7). In every replication of the experiments, the sample is broken into halves 
in the middle. The minimum of RSS (r, 0,1) of which we reported the frequency is 
actually that of RSS (r, 0,1) for r G [0,0.5] or r G (0.5，1]. Meanwhile, we also report 
n, which is defined as the frequency of the minimum of the whole sample that lies 
in the half of sample that ki or k] belongs to. In Table 1(a), for example, n 二 514 
for model (1) means that, for 514 times of the 1000 replications, the minimum of 
RSS (r, 0，1) on [0’ 0.5], which includes the break point ki = 334, is also the minimum 
of RSS (r, 0’ 1) on [0,1]. So n of table 1(a) and 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) sums up to 1000 
respectively. But in every table, the summation of frequency of the same model is 
always 1000 for we report the minimum of the first and second half every time. 
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Figure 1(a): True Model (A), Estimated Model (1). 
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Figure 1(b): True Model (A), Estimated Model (2). 
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Figure 1(c): True Model (A), Estimated Model (3). 
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Figure l(d):Triie Model (A), Estimated Model (4). 
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Figure 1(e): Tme Model (A), Estimated Model (7). 
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Table 1(a): Tnie Model (A), ki = 334 
Estimated Models 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
n 514 484 510 503 496 473 511 
K - 334 
< - 6 0 10 0 0 0 2 221 
- 6 0 3 0 0 0 4 5 
- 5 0 14 0 0 1 2 4 
- 4 0 17 0 1 4 11 6 
- 3 2 29 0 3 6 18 18 
- 2 7 68 0 13 28 19 27 
- 1 81 126 2 71 83 86 67 
0 820 429 446 590 332 197 160 
1 66 112 189 87 120 102 71 
2 17 56 111 33 77 67 62 
3 3 47 72 14 46 46 41 
4 4 26 37 15 47 26 34 
5 0 34 34 13 30 19 29 
6 0 11 26 8 22 38 20 
> 6 0 18 勉 22 204 365 235 
Table 1(b): True Model (A), /cs = 668 
Estimated Models 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
n 486 516 490 497 504 527 489 
k - 668 
< - 6 0 0 14 40 177 208 211 
- 6 1 43 6 16 28 21 18 
- 5 4 44 10 38 39 27 23 
- 4 9 49 19 37 54 35 24 
一 3 25 71 32 51 39 40 34 
- 2 66 108 60 117 80 63 38 
一 1 172 181 135 149 103 67 56 
0 714 556 496 368 234 130 85 
1 8 3 159 60 72 67 37 
2 0 1 59 19 42 37 24 
3 1 0 39 2 20 29 27 
4 0 0 13 2 14 22 23 
5 0 0 10 0 7 25 17 
6 0 0 3 1 2 8 16 
> 6 0 0 5 0 149 288 367 
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Table 1(c): True Model (B), h = 334 
Estimated Models 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
n 504 492 499 513 500 487 501 
ki - 334 
< - 6 0 12 0 0 0 2 198 
—6 0 1 0 0 0 4 7 
- 5 0 10 0 1 1 2 3 
—4 0 12 0 2 4 11 9 
- 3 1 21 1 3 3 15 15 
- 2 15 58 2 3 18 14 37 
- 1 81 146 18 84 73 76 56 
0 875 499 476 747 390 255 211 
1 16 82 179 82 110 99 84 
2 5 46 100 25 60 80 72 
3 3 37 71 15 44 56 39 
4 4 26 36 5 30 33 30 
5 0 20 30 3 22 25 21 
6 0 12 24 8 28 18 14 
> 6 0 18 63 22 191 310 204 
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Table 1(d): True Model (B), k) = 668 
Estimated Models 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
n 496 508 501 487 500 513 499 
k - 668 
< - 6 0 5 0 23 137 171 185 
一 6 0 31 1 7 18 14 14 
- 5 0 28 4 27 19 20 25 
- 4 0 30 19 33 14 34 21 
- 3 1 36 23 44 21 41 29 
- 2 5 104 44 107 66 77 44 
一 1 41 201 145 121 132 89 66 
0 806 559 534 488 277 152 101 
1 33 5 140 136 132 72 50 
2 10 1 39 10 61 33 39 
3 3 0 35 1 10 22 30 
4 1 0 6 2 7 18 24 
5 0 0 4 1 5 19 13 
6 0 0 2 0 1 5 19 
> 6 0 0 4 0 100 233 340 
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Table 1(a) to 1(d) show the frequency distribution of the minimum of RSS (r, 0，1) 
around the two true break points. In every replication of the experiments, the sample 
is broken into halves in the middle. Note from Tables 1(a) to 1(d) that whatever the 
misspecification is, the true break points always have the highest chances of being 
located. 
Experiment B. This experiment shows when Theorem 1 fails. 
If matrix Q'fgQggQfg is not positive definite, which occurs when Qfg is not positive 
definite, R (r, 0,1) will no longer be piecewise concave and the consistence of the esti-
mation is not guaranteed. For example, when f {xt) = Xt ^ i.i.d.N{0, a^) and g {xt)= 
xl we have Qfg = 0，thus RSS (r, 0,1) ^ R (r, 0，1) = a'+ E S (ji _ r^-i) 
which is no longer a function of r. Figure 2 shows that RSS (r, 0,1) becomes rather 
volatile and irregular and the minimum point is not close to either of the two true 
break points. 
Figure 2: True Model (C), Estimated with g (xt) = x^ 
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Experiment C. To show the result of Theorem 2, we perform the following 
experiment. 
True model: 
yt = Poi + PiXt + ut for t e [1,334], 
yt = Po2 + p2Xt + Ut for tG (334,668], 
yt 二 + + ^ for t e (668,1000]. 
T = 1000 (sample size), Ut � i . i . d . N {fi, 1);工t �"(1，10) ； and 二 丄 
are independent of each other. Experiments have been done under different com-
binations of An, A)2, A)3, A, A，A，as the results are almost the same, here we only 
demostrate one of the combinations that ai = a2 = as = 1, and /3i = 1, /32 = 2, /^ a = 3. 
Misspecified model: 
yt 二 + for t e [2,rT] 
yt 二 A)2 + /52"Wt + ”t f o r t e ( T r , T - 2 ] 
Model (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
g{xt) xt x^ Inxt Xt + 6t,i Xt + 5t,2 Xt + 6t,3 Xt + 
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St,i is i.i.d.N [0，aivar (a:^ )] meansurement errors for i = 1,2, 3,4 and is independent 
of Xt. Qi, a2, 0；3, and a^ equal to 0.1，0.5’ 1 and 2 respectively. The misspecified models 
are estimated using data from t = 2 to T — 2. Figure 3(a) to 3(e) show the shapes of 
WT (T, 0,1) derived from the estimated Model (1)，（2), (3)，（4) and (7) respectively. 
Figure 3(a): WT (r, 0，1) of Model (1) 
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Figure 3(b): WT(T,0,1) of Model (2) 
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Figure 3(c): WT{T, 0,1) of Model (3) 
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Figure 3(d): Wr M，1) of Model (4) 
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Figure 3(e): WT (r, 0，1) of Model (7) 
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In Model (1), where there is no measurement error, WT (r,0,1) displays clearly 
piecewise convexity. When the variance of measurement error grows from Model (4) 
to Model (7), the property becomes blurred, which is due to the finite sample size. 
However, the maximum points of WT (r, 0,1) from the seven misspecified models are 





Consider the estimation of the crash date for the world-wide stock market in 
1987 and the date of the Tian An Meng Democratic Movement on June 4 1989. We 
investigate the Hang Seng Index of the Hong Kong stock market for the period from 
January 1 1987 to December 31 1989. The size of the sample is 782, which is equal 
to the number of trading days from January 1 1987 to December 31 1989. Let HSIt 
be the closing price of the Hang Seng Index at time t, where 亡= 1 for January 1 
1987 and t = 782 for December 31 1989. Figure 4, plotted with daily index data 
from Datastream Advanced 3.5, shows that the first crash occurred approximately 
in October 1987 and the index plummeted from about 4000 points to less than 2000 
points, and that the second crash, occurred approximately in the mid of 1989, changed 
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the index from about 3200 points to a little above 2000 points. 
Figure 4: Hang Seng Index 
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To illustrate the consistency result, consider the following model: 
HSIt = An + Pig � + VT for t G [2, TT] 
HSIT = + + for t G ( r r , T - 2 ] 
We estimate the break dates for models with g (t) = where q = 1 to 10, and 
g (t) = In (t). The first estimated date of the crash is defined as 
[TT] T 
ri,Rss = arg min^ ^  [HSh - A x t " � ] ‘ + E [HSh - htQ � ] ‘ 
TG[0，1] t=l t=[rT]+l 
where 台at and are defined in Eqn. (4). 
Note that the first estimated date of the crash can be either of the two true crash 
dates according to Theorem 1. We then split the whole sample into two subsamples 
0, TI^RSS) and [fi’_Rss’ 1]. As the approximate locations of the two crash dates in this 
example are already known, we search for the second crash date only in one of the 
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two siipsamples. Say, if 千、RSS corresponds to the crash in 1987, we will search for 
the next crash date 千2,RSS in subsample 1] where the second crash lies; if 千、r 
corresponds to the crash in 1989, we will search in subsample [0, h^Rss) instead. 
We would like to see whether the date of the crash can be estimated consistently in 
different models. After estimation, the two estimated break fractions are the same in 
all the models and equal to 0.269 and 0,809, or 26/10/1987 and 5/6/1989 respectively, 
which are confirmed by the data. 
To see whether SupWald statistic possesses paralleled consistency in estimation, 
we define the first estimated date of the crash as 
Ti,SupWald = arg sup JTJ)" T丨、[PairT] — A[rT]) ⑴ ， 
re[0 , l ]助 b (7"，U,丄）\ f=i 
and perform the identical sample-splitting method to estimate T2,SupWaid and find that 




By combining and extending the work of Chong (2001, 2003), this thesis partially 
answers the question put forward by Chong (2003) that whether the break points 
can be consistently estimated if both the number of breaks and the functional form 
of the variables are misspecified. Except for some kind of functional misspecification 
mentioned in the thesis, the consistency of break point estimator using the either OLS 
residual sums of squares or SupWald statistic is guaranteed. 
We use OLS residual sums of squares to logically follow and then extend the 
result of consistent estimation derived by Chong (2003). It is also showed that Sup-
Wald statistic can theoretically be used to estimate multiple structural breaks under 
specification errors as the consistency of estimation is also proved with a SupWald 
statistic. 
The major contribution of the thesis is that, regardless of the unknown form 
of misspecification, the consistency of break point estimator can always be ensured 
asymptotically. It follows that a SupWald test for breaks is possible once we find 
appropriate critical values. In some separate research not reported in this thesis, we 
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consider measurement errors as a form of misspecification and find that critical values 
derived by Andrews (1993) is still valid in a special case. In other cases, the critical 
values all have a common lower bound. Unfortunately, as these results only hold 
under rather strong assumptions, the application of the test is thus limited. Future 




Proof of Piecewise Concavity of R (r, 
Before the proof, we first reiterate the basic setup. Suppose there are q {q < p) 
breaks within the segment t — v ...I - 1, /. Let: 
(i) r^ = v/T, 丁I = l/T,卜”’ r^] C [r, r]； 
(ii) t"" <fi <f2< ... < 亍q-i <fq< t\ where % i = 1,2,..., q are q consecutive 
true change points with f i = Tj, Vj G [1,2, — q]; 
(iii) Let P , h be respectively a {I - v) x {I - v) diagonal matrix with 
the [ t - v , t - v f^ element an indicator function l { v < t < nT} , 1 {f^T < t < l } , 
l { v < t < TT}, l{TT<t< /}, 1 {fiT < t < fi+iT}, i = 2,..., q - 1 . 
For convenience in notation, let f � 二 �g+i = —, h = 尸 , a n d /g+i- = P. 
The true model in this segment is 
9+1 
Y = Y j i F P r - i + i + U (8) 
i=l 
Let = Pr-i+u i = 1,2, ...q + 1. We then rewrite Eqn (8) as: 
9+1 _ 
Y = Y j i 难+ U 
i=l 
but we estimate an AMOC model in Eqn. (2). The following proves that 
‘RSS{T,T\ri)AR{T,T”y) 
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uniformly, where T' 二 (�G+i — TQ) T, and R (T, R", —) is a piecewise concave function 
of T defined on ( , ’ —). 
First, for fo < r < fi , we have 
IJi = la] 
I J i = 0 ’ I = 2，3’ + 1; 
hh = {I-Ia)h=h-Ia\ 
H H = = 2,3，...’P. 
Thus, 
Pa[rT] = {G'laG)-' G'laY 
=(学)—1去"/《H例…） 
二 [(T - to) [(t - To) Qf,] A 
= Q ~ g l Q f A . 
f r'T r \ 1 A + i — \ 
h[rT\ 二 华 - G ' h + U 
\ 1 ) 1 \i=\ ) 
Q -
二 - r ) Q-^L Qfg ( n - T)FT + X：(于M " N ) FT+i 
L i=l J 
= Q ; G Q F 9 ^ 2 ( r ) , 
uniformly, where 
1 r 9 1 
r2 (r) = r + , T e [ f � ’ � i ) 
[Tq+l -T) L J 
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Define 
9+1 _ _ 
R (r, 7 " � + f i - , ) PlQffPi — (T - fo) ^ [ Q h - — r) r'2 (r) Qr? (r) 
i=i 
on [fo, f i) , where Q = Q'fgQgQfg is a symmetric positive definite matrix. 
By assumptions (Al) to (A8), and the use of triangle inequality, we have 
s u p ii?5^S(T,T”，7"Z)—i?(T’T”，TZ) 
r€[fo,fi)丄 
1 1 g + 1 _ 9 + 1 _ 
< + ；RF'UP-^-YM-丁i-1)RQffPi 
+ sup 1 " 2^a[rT]G'hF^l) + (T - TQ) 
Te[fo , f i )丄 
去 - (/l - la) Fh - 2 E S 2 hrT\G'IiF^) 
+ Slip 
� � ’ � + (f计 1 - r) r'2 (r) g r ^ (r) 
O g + 1 9 ^ 2 
E U'IiF% + sup - U'hG^irT] + sup - U%G(3b�Tn 
=Op (1) since each individual term above is Op (1) • 
Meanwhile, 
股(T广)二 - 敞 昆 + r ' 2 ( r ) Q r M T ) - 2 ( 1 - T m w Q ^ 
二 - 离 Q f t + r'2 ( r ) Q r 2 ( r ) - ( r ) Q ( r 2 ( r ) - A ) 
= 一 ( r 2 ⑴ - 床 ) ' Q ( r 2 ( T ) —庆） 
/ 1 
二 - - L [ Q L i < 0 
\�q+l-Tj 
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where Li = E?=i ( � m — n) ft+i - {fq+i - n)昆. 
~ = —T- ^ 聊 1 ^ 0 
加 2 ( T G + I - T ) 
Therefore ^ R S S (r, converges uniformly to a concave function of r for 
T € [fo,fi). 
For T e = 1,2，.",q- 1, we have: 
U i = I i A < i < h ; 
IcJh+i = h — U] 
IJi = 0,h + l<i<q-\-l\ 
hh = 0,2 < /i; 
hh^i = Yliii li — la; 
hli = Ii,h-]-l<i<q + l. 
Thus, 
/R'T ^ _ \ 
PairT] = {G'LG)-'G'hY=[^]不 G'L TjiFk + U 
\ 1 ) 丄 / 
fr"T 1 / ^  一 一 紅 _ \ 
= ^ ^ ElJ^Pi + - EliF昂叫 1 + laU] 
\ 1 ) 1 \i=\ i=l 
(h _ \ 
二 [{r — to) Qgg]-' Q/S E (丁广 ^i-l) A + (T — Th) PM 
\i=l / 
= 灿 ） 
uniformly, where 
Fi (r) = — ^ f v (^i —于i-i) ft + (T - Th) h+i] , T e [f/„ fh+l). 
丁-丁Q \i=i J 
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fq+l _ \ 
A[rT] = {G'laG)-'G'hy = {G'laG)-' G'h YM艮 + U 
V = i Y 
/r"T r \ 1 r/h+i \ 9+1 “ 
= ^ y： hFh^hu 
\ 1 ) 1 [\i=l / i 二 _ 
_ / 9+1 _ \ 




1 / 9+1 _ _ \ _ 
(r) = ( T i — � i — 1 ) ft + ( � “ + 1 - T ) � " + 1 ,T G [fh,fh+l). 
�9+l — r \i=h+2 / 
Define 
9 + 1 _ 一 
i=l 
一 (T — To) r'l (r) QFi (r)—(〒计i - r ) r'^ (r) Qr^ (r) 
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on [fh, f/i+i),it follows that 
s u p ; j 7 i ? 5 ^ S ( T ， T V ) - i ? ( T ’ T V ) 
[亍h’"f/i+l)丄 
1 1 q+1 _ q+l _ 
< + - E -TM-丁H)敬”反 
i 』i=l i=l 
r "1 
丄 纪 卜 尾 卜 T i - E t i liFPi 
+ 严 P � T ( / a - E t l ^ O 
re[fh,fh+i) L L J \ / 」 
+ ( r - f o ) r'l (r) g r i (r) 
p -1 
1 — 2 逸[tTIG^' ( E S - la) 
+ s u p T 
rG[fh,fh+i) L J 
+ - T) r'2 (r) Qr2 (T) 
9 9+1 2 2 
+ • j y ' h F p i + Slip - U'laG^airT] + Slip - U'hG(3,^rT] 
= O p ⑴， 
meanwhile 
dR (T, T-, r'l (T) QFi (T) - r'2 (r) Qr2 (T) + 
扣 2 ( r - f o ) r； (r) Q f + 2 (〒州 - r ) (r) Q ^ 
- 」 
_ r； (r) QFi (r) - ^ (r) Qr^ (r) + 
2R； ( r ) Q (各+1 — RI ( r ) ) + 2r', ( r ) Q (Fs ( r ) — 
= r ' l (r) QFi (r) - ^ (r) QT2 (r) — 2成+iQ (r) - r? (r)) 
= (成 + 1 - r i (T))' Q (各+1 — Fi (r)) - (4+1 — r2 (r)) ' Q {^h+i - Fs (r)) 
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= 聊 ’ 糊 響 
- 2 成 f e + i 一 r i (r)) - (r2 (r) -
T TQ 'q+l ‘ 
= ( r ) Q (成+1 — r i ( r ) ) — ( r ) Q ( r ^ ( r ) — 成 + i ) 
:2;:其1 ( 丄 + 魄 + i Q m+ 
乂 T — To Tq+1 - T J \r-To 丁q+1 — T) 
= — " " ^ ( 成 氏 + 1 - 2 成+iQr\ (r) + r； (r) Qr i ⑴） 
T - TQ \ ‘ 
(成+iO 尿+1 - 2 成+iQr2 (r) + r'2 (T) Qr2 (r)) 
Tq+1 - T \ 乂 
= ( 民 + 1 — r i (r)) ' Q (久+1 - r i (r)) 
- y ： ^ (成+1 — r2 ⑴ ) ' Q (成+1 - r2 (r)) 
< 0. 
Therefore ^ R S S ) converges uniformly to a concave function of r for r G 
fh ,亍h+i) , ^ = 1 ,2 , - 1. 
For r e [fg,fg+i], we have 
lali = Ii,i = 1,2,...，化 
laJq+l = la ~ h'l 
hIq+1 = h-
Using similar trick, we can prove that 
K[rT] 二 Q - ' Q / . r i (T) 
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where 
1 r 9 _ 1 
Fi ( r ) = — — - i ' ^ i - A + (t - fq) Pq+1 , r G [rg,rg,+i) 
丁-To J 
and 
Pb[rT] ^ QggQfgPq+1 
Define 
i=l 
- { r - fo) r'l (r) QFi (r)-(〒什i - r)疼+iQ艮+i 
on [fg, fq+i], and it follows that 
sup ^^RSS (r, r ' ) - R ( r , 广 = o , (1). 
Also 
_ 、 二 ) 二 > 0, 
or — 
where L2 = E!=I {n -亍i-i) FT — ^q+iPq+i-
� a ; 2 ) = -T抑LI ^ 0. 
Combining the results above, we prove that •^RSS ( r , T : T � ) converges to an 
piecewise concave function R (r, —) on any segment (,T，—T) of [0，T] that sat-
isfy (Al) - (A8). With little modification, one can show that: 
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uniformly, where R (r, 0，1) is piecewise concave function of 丁 on (0,1) and is defined 
as 
P+i 
R (r, 0’ 1) = 一 + ；^ (R, - TVI) m f f P i —斤I ⑴ QRI (R) — (1 - T) (T) QFS (r) 
i=l 
with Pi (r) and [2 (r) as defined in chapter 3. 
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Proof of Theorem 1 
With assumptions (Al) - (A8), we have shown that ^RSS{T, 一 ） R (r, r”, 
uniformly. Thus F ^ = arg min RSS ( T ， T ” / T converges in probability to arg min R (T’ 
We only have to prove that arg min R (T, T”，T^) must locate at one of the true break 
points. 
Let 亍i,i = 1,2,..., q be the q consecutive true change points and T" < < �2 < 
_ M ( t , T � — ） 
. . .< fg_i < f q < tK If there exists only one break point, say, n , as 丨-< 0 
DR ( r , � _ / A 
for T e [T"’ fi] and ——^ > 0 for r G [fi, r j ’ then we have f i = arg min R [r, r ' j • 
If there are q break points, where 1 < g < p, we define r* = arg min R (T, t”， . As 
R (r,亍h, fh+i) is concave for any h= 1,2,..., q - I, 
min R (T, T � = = min \R (亍h, t”, , R k + i , t')]， 
TE[�/^,FWIL V ’ , 乂 L V J \ /J 
which is straightforward from the definition of concavity. It follows that 
min i? (7" , r�T0=min[ i? ( f i ’T”y) , i? (�2,T�T')，...， i ? (�g,T”y) : • 
3i?(V，T”，—) dR � /I , 
As ——^ )- < 0 for r G T幻，n and ——^ > 0 for r G � p , — , we have 
Or ^ dr L " � 
min R (r, T”’ A = min \R ( �I , T", ’ R (亍P, A . 
When arg min R (T，—) is unique, 
min i?(V，7"”，？)= min (V, T ” y ) = min [i? (Vi, i?'(>2’ 广 / ) ’ ...， ( V g , 丁”乂丫 
r€[rv,r'] ^， ， 乂 rS[于i’于p] � ） ““ \ ) \ ) \ J\ 
Therefore r* must be one of the true break points. 
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Proof of Theorem 2 
We first prove that 
^T (r) = 丨 乂 ) {pa[rT\ _ G'G (4 [ rT] — ^6[rT]) . 
converges uniformly to a piecewise convex function of r on any subsample T", — G 
r , r], in which there is at least one break point. The proof is quite similar to Chong 
(2001). Thus, we only give a brief proof below. 
Define on 
所T ( T ’ T V ) = R S S � : : : ^ ^ ; : ) r ” T (反[T幻-知tTI)' G'G (/^ [.『丨-
补 ， T V ) 
二 RSS ( r , T”，TD / (TZ -T ” ) T， 
where 
Vt (r, T”，t') = ( t - ？ ) (V — r ) (^[rT] 一 A[rT])' G'G — A[rT]) • 
Still, T” < < � 2 < ... < 亍q-1〈亍q < 一, wheie Ti,i = 1,2, are q consecutive 
true change points with f i = t力 Vj € [1, 2, (?]. Let 亍Q = T”and fg+i = 
First, for r G [fo,ri), we have: 
V^T (r, r”，二 暂 ^ (r, t”’ r � ) . 
^ ‘ TQ+L -丁 \ 乂 
dV ( T ’ 7 " V ) 
uniformly. Matrix L\ and Q are as defined previously. Note that, > 0 
and � ’ ’~)- > 0. So y (r, t'^jtM is convex and non-decreasing in tq < r < fi . 
DR"^ — \ ) 
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For T e [fh, fh+i)^ /i = 1 , 2 , ^ - 1, we have: 
I/T (r, T 、 ( T - T^ ) (RI - T) [FI (T) - r? (r)]' Q [1\ (R) - (r)]暂 F (r, T � . 
uniformly. Expand the expression of V (r, ’ we have ^ ^(二 ’丁) > 0. Thus 
V ( T , — ) is also convex on r G [fh, fh+i)^ "二 1,2，..., q _ 1. 
For T e [fg,fg+i], we have: 
V^T (r, 7"”, A 暂 y (r, t”， . 
^ ) TG+L — T \ ) 
— T ， T V ) 卿 ( T ， T V ) 
uniformly. L^ is as defined previously. < 0 and — > 0. 
Consequently,V (T，T”’—) is convex and non-increasing on the region [r^,r^+i'. 
Thus V (T, T”, is piecewise convex since it is convex in all the g + 1 regions. 
As we have showed beforehand, 
( t ^ - T - ) T V ’ ，乂 
uniformly, where R (r, r^, is a piecewise concave function on 丁\ — ,hence 
uniformly. 
We then prove WT (r, is a piecewise convex function of r. 
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Note that 
^ 加2 州 + ^ 
+2 ^ a? ， 
and R (T’ T”，and V (T, —) are both positive, it is easy to verify that ^ )- > 
0 for r e [fo, fi) U [fg, fq+i], as all the three terms above are non-negative. 
For r G [fh, fh+i), /i = 1 , 2 , q - l , the first two terms are non-negative. For the 
third term, we have: 
QY (丁 j-v 
_ ^ ： ， 乂 二 (-2T + T” + / ) [ r i (T) -r2(T) ] 'Q[r i (T) — r2er)] + 
OT \ 乂 
2 ( 一 ) 卜 ) [ r i � — r 擔 [ 響 ― 字 
‘ \ 
( 一 + , + — ) p i ( r ) - r 2 (T)] + 
/ \ 
= F i ( r ) - r 2 ( T ) r Q | - T)[尿计 1 - r i (T)] > 
2 
- ( T - [r2 ( r ) -床+1] 
\ ^ L J J J 
二 （ > - 丁I) P I ( r ) — R2 (r) l' Q [RI (T) + R 2 ( r ) — 2成+1]， 
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K (吟,，，—)）1) 二 1 a [ ( r - fo) r； ( r) QFi (r) + ( - r) r ' , ( r) QF^ (r)] 
dr B? ( r , ^ 
r'l (r) QI\ ( r) — r'2 (r) QF^ (r) + 
1 r -
= 2 r ； (r) Q [h+i - T, (r)] > 
-2r '2 ( T ) q [成+i — r2 (r)l 
乂 L 」 ， 
r � 
_ 1 F i (r) - r2 (r)]' Q [r i (r) + (r)] + 
(T, T”，—） 2 [Fi (r) - r2 (T)]' Q [成+1 - r i (T) — r2 � ] 
= F i (r) — r2 (r)]' Q [1\ ( r ) + (r) — , 
then 
= / 二 二 ) { F i � - r 2 (r)l ' Q [ r , (r) + r . ( r) - 2成+1] }2 > 0. 
Consequently, W (T, is a piecewise convex function on T”，. Meanwhile, 
^ L > 0 when TQ < r < FI and ^ < 0 when fg < r < FG+I. 
OT — 仇 
Using similar trick from the proof of Theorem 1, we can show that 
T* = arg sup W (T, T \ T � ) 
must be one of the break points in the subsample, and R ^ 二 arg s i i p^^g WT (T, — ) 
converges uniformly in probability to r*. Thus, we are expected to identify one of the 
true break points by finding out where arg sup^^g ^ t (t, —) locates. 
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Moreover, siip^^g ^ t (t, t”，—) diverges to infinity when Ti (r*) — r? (r*). As 
snpWr {r)W {T*) 
r€S 
and 
Wr (r*) 二 ly (r*), 
we have 
siipWt(T) = Wr(T*) + Op(l) 
res 
(T* _ f^l 一 T*) ^ ^ 
= R S S { P - [ r * T \ - k[r*T\) G'G 一 ^ [r*T]) + O?⑴ 
r 1 ‘ r ^ 
p 1. J r * - , ) ( t L , ) (r*) Qj^Q/ . r , (r*) 
[ ( r * ) J [ (r*) _ 
(T* — rM (V — T*] , 
= � 1 ( ? ) - [2 (?)] Q � 1 ( O — (?)] = oo 
if Pi (r*). 
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